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Name:  _key_
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ECE x70 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is limited open notes. You can have up to 5 double-side letter-size pages of notes that are signed and one book of
your choice about C++ and/or data structure.  Notes must not be exchanged during exam.  No other books, computer, 
calculators or cell phones.  Do not use back side without authorization as it may not be graded.  

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Problem 1 (25pts.)
Based on your knowledge of the algorithms presented in the class examples and used by you in homework assignments 
circle the closest numerical complexity of each of the tasks:  (2.5p. Each answer)

One year of City Population Simulation for N city zones 1   n   n  2     more

City Population Simulation for 3 city zones for N years 1   n   n2   more

Update the next state of TogglePushButton 1   n   n2   more

Compute the next step of the temperature distribution used in 2D vector 

application homework (HW 10), NxN is the grid size 1   n   n  2     more

Compute the LongAverage after N data entries were processed

by a constant size circular buffer from our HW 11 1   n   n2   more

Dereferencing a linked list iterator using operator* 1   n   n2   more

Advancing to the next postilion the N element linked list 

using iterator’s operator++ 1   n   n2   more

Sorting N books using Selection sort 1   n   n  2     more

Sorting N books using Insertion sort 1   n   n  2     more

“Sorting” N books using Bucket sort 1   n   n2   more

// 2.5p. each answer.  Answers are independent from each other.
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Problem 2 (25pts.)
Analyze the code and show what it does by showing what is stored in each variable when the code is run. 
Use ‘-’ to indicate that the data container is empty and nothing valid is stored at a time.  STL library is used.

  deque<int> D;  queue<int> Q;  stack<int> S;  vector<int> V; // all empty

Consider the following fragment of code: // filling up the vector

  D.push_back(1); D.push_back(2); D.push_front(3); 

  D.pop_back();   D.push_back(4); D.push_front(5);

After executing the code fragment above the deque D content is: // 5p., 1p. off per each mistake

Now assume the following content of the vector V:

and consider the following fragment of code: // note that V is as directly above, not 5 3 1 4

  V.insert( find(V.cbegin(), V.cend(), 3), 22); // note: found

  V.insert( find(V.cbegin(), V.cend(), 5), 23); // note: not found

  V.insert( V.begin(), 21);

After executing the code fragment above the vector the V content is: // Placements: 1.5, 3, 5p. off

Now assume the following content of the stack S: // note that Q is still empty

and consider the following fragment of code:

  while ( ! S.empty() ) { Q.push(S.top()); Q.push(S.top()); S.pop(); }

After executing the code fragment above the contents of S and Q are: // 5p. for each data container
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Problem 3 (25pts.)
Analyze the dependence among structures (or classes with public data members) resembling some variation 
of a link-based data structure that are allocated in memory as shown in the figure and answer what memory 
locations are accessed in the provided code by providing values of those memory locations in decimal integer 
numbers. Pointer values are not necessarily realistic, and have been preset to provide a good exam exercise. 
In case of dereferencing a null pointer mark “EXCEPTION” answer.

//COMPUTER MEMORY IMAGE:

//CODE:
class myLink {
public:
    myLink *U, *D, *L, *R;
    int     X;
};
myLink * pointer
pointer = 4440; /* ***** */
cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: _____12_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->D;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ___4440_ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: _____12_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->D->L;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ___4400_ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: _____11_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = 4360; /* ***** */
cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: _____10_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->R;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ___4440_ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: _____12_ or NULL EXCEPTION
pointer = pointer->R;
cout << pointer;                       // value printed: ______0_ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->X;                    // value printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION
// 2.5p. each answer.  After an erroneous pointer (not on purpose) each next D assumes that the value was correct.
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Problem 4 (25pts.) Understanding of linked structures, and 70-point list homework
Implement the function push_front() in class listList.  This list is is a one directional circular list (no link back to 
the previous link)  with a “dummy” element at its beginning like the list from the recent homework 
assignment.  Make sure that you maintain the correct size information for the list.  Only partial code for the 
class definitions that is relevant to the problem is provided.  Also, for simplicity, all const are disregarded.

//*** FILE list.h ***
class listLink {
private:
    double     data;
    listLink * nLink; // pointer to the next link in the list
               listLink () : data(0), nLink(0) { }
friend class list;  friend class listIter;
};

class listList {
private:
    listLink * fLink;  // pointer to the “dummy” link in the circular list
    size_t     msize;  // maintains the current size of the list
public:
    listLink() : msize(0) { flink=new listLink(); flink->nLink=fLink; }
    void push_front(double v);  // implement in .cpp file as instructed
     …
};

//*** FILE list.cpp ***
#include “list.h”

____________ // leave blank if not needed // note: this is not a template

_void_______  _listList___::_push_front_ ( double v ) {

    _listLink*_ tempLink = new _listLink_(); // create a new link

    _tempLink->  data  _____ = _v________; // store data value in tempLink

    _tempLink->nlink____ = _flink->nlink_______; // update next in tempLink

    _flink->nlink_______ = _tempLink_; // the “dummy” link next is now ^^^

    ______________________________ // leave blank or did we miss something?

    ______________________________ // leave blank or did we miss something?

    _msize++___ ; // update the list size // note: var names not like in HW

} // 2p. per each incorrect blank, 1p per partially incorrect blank until 25
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